stylish seaside hideway
The summer continues until October only at
Dalmazia Beach Club, the exclusive beach of
Principe Forte dei Marmi and one of the historical
beach resorts of Versilia. Here Guests can really
feel like kings and queens, in a stretch of sand that
becomes a luxury lounge with 35 cabins, gazebos
and 50 large tents, to enjoy total privacy, but cuddled with personalized service and a staff always
at Guest’s disposal.And not just relax ... among the
activities that can be organized there are swimming lessons, gym with personal trainers, yoga
and pilates, paddle, surf school and to amuse
even the youngest guests, the kids’s laboratory.
For sea lovers who want to raise anchor for mini
cruises or“- five stars”maritime excursions across
the coast, the yacht charter service is available,
on board of the private yacht of the hotel, Yacht
Mazarin’72, and explore the coast in the coolest
way, from Versilia to Cinque Terre, with a exclusive
service on board.

The beach tents of Dalmazia,
the Principe’s private beach
club, stretch down from the
restaurant to the sea.
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DALMAZIA
BEACH CLUB
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the unique
italian lifestyle
ALONG THE MEDITERRANEAN
SEA , FORTE DEI MARMI IS THE
TRENDIEST SEASIDE RESORT
IN TUSCANY

barefoot
luxury
Dalmazia is the Principe Forte dei Marmi’s private beach club, is a couple of minutes from the hotel.
Guests have their own beach tents providing the perfect spot on the sand for sun bathing and enjoying
the sea. Attentive service provides Guests on the beach with fresh fruit, soft drinks and a wide range of
refreshments. There is also a lounge area and the Dalmazia Restaurant, which specialises in fresh fish
and Tuscan cuisine.
The ultimate experience of the sea is a private trip into the blue Mediterranean in the hotel’s sleek white
eight-berth yacht, embarking at Marina Porto di Viareggio a few kilometres down the coast.
Set between the mountains and the sea , the beach also expresses the charms of Tuscany and the soul
of Forte dei Marmi itself.

Beach and relax. Here you find a quiet and
private place to rest under the shadow of
pine trees or under your cabana.

FLAVORS FOR REFINED PALATES,
CHOICE INGREDIENTS AND AN AIRY
AMBIENCE AT THE BEACH RESTAURANT
‘‘You will come away with your heart
full of emotions and pure beauty ‘‘

The green cabanas marshaled along the
fine sand beach are the first line of the welcome extended by Dalmazia Beach to its
Guests. The gentle touch of the wind , the
warmth of the sun, a silent beach and an
aperitif barefoot , backwards in time to the
origins of summers vacations in Forte dei
Marmi.
Dalmazia Beach Restaurant – proposes a
typical local seafood recipes and cuisine. At
the beach, the veranda opens up to an unparalleled sea view. Flavours and colours of
the sea match perfectly, to create the ideal
atmosphere for a delightful and authentic
lunch, surrounded by a relaxing atmosphere. The beach is open from April to
October.

